Polymer integral equation theory is employed to calculate structural properties of undecane and short polymer liquids confined between parallel plates. A strong dependence is found on the strength of fluid-surface interactions which is consistent with solvation force measurements using both strongly attractive mica and weakly repulsive hydrocarbon surfaces.
Alkane and polymer fluids near surfaces and in confined geometries arepresently of intense interest but poorly understood. ' " Direct experimental probing of confined liquid structure is difficult and indirect due to the small amount of material present. Computer simulations on coarse-grained' and atomistic' model chain molecule fluids have provided considerable insight, but are expensive and limited with regards to accessible time scales, molecular size, and abiity to compute the small solvation forces characteristic of .the confinement distances of common experimental interest. The goal of this communication is to present, to the best of our knowledge, the first theoretical study of a chemically realistic model of n-alkane and polymer liquids confined between parallel plates of variable adsorptive strength. Comparison is made to experiments using both high and low energy surfaces.
,The basis of calculation is the "wall-PRISM" integral equation theory of Yethiraj and Hall6 for chain molecule fluids coniined between flat walls or "slit pores." The reader is referred elsewhere for the technical aspects.6*7 Briefly, the approach entails applying the bulk polymer RISM (reference interaction sites model*) theory ,of Curro. and Schweizerg in .conjunction with the growing adsorbent procedure and its extension to slit pores by Zhou and Stell." Comparisons of the predictions of this theory with simulations of fluids composed of short tangent hard core chains have shown that wall-PRISM is quite accurate.6 We adopt a hard core interaction between the united atom carbon sites (diameter d) of the CNHm+z chains and the site-site Percus-Yevick closure approximation for the bulk PRISM integral equation. "' There are two noteworthy technical aspects of this work. (1) A chemically realistic description of hydrocarbon molecules, the rotational isomeric state (RIS) model," is employed.'! This enters the theory via the single chain intramolecular structure factor in the bulk ,liquid.6.g We employ the accurate method of McCoy et al. l3 to calculate this function for n-alkanes using standard RIS parameters. (2) A pair decomposable interaction potential, u,(z), between the alkane carbon sites and the flat surface is introduced via the.closure approximation for the fluidwall direct correlation function, C,(z), where z denotes the perpendicular distance of a carbon site from a wall. The site-wall Percus-Yevick closure approximation is em-
g,(z) for z inside the pore, where g,(z) is the carbon site-wall pair correlation function, temperature T = l/( k/3), and k is Boltzmann's constant. For a slit pore z=O or H corresponds to the position of a sites's center when at its closest distance of d/2 from a wall. The wall-fluid interaction potential consists of a hard core part which defines a total slit width, W=H+d, plus a "9-3 tail" in the pore. The latter potential is characterized by a jinite spatial range, pd, and a strength parameter E which defines the potential upon contact of a carbon site with the wall:
where e+(y)=1 for y>O, ~=3~'~/2 and a=pd/(31'6 -1). The 9-3 form follows, from considering the fundamental interactions to be 12-6 Lennard-Jones and integrating over the three-dimensional (continuum) solid whose surface constitutes a pore wall. Since the bulk fluid is chosen to be athermal, E represents the relative energy difference between fluid-fluid and fluid-wall contacts and thus is a direct measure of the energetic driving force for physical adsorption. This simple potential ~model has been constructed in the spirit of representing the competition between fluid-fluid and fluid-surface contacts in terms of a single surface-fluid interaction parameter.
Numerical solutions of the bulk PRISM9 and wall-PRISM6 integral equations are obtained using a standard Picard iteration method. The site-wall pair correlation function defines a one-body inhomogeneous density profile, p(z) = p&(z), where pb is the bulk site number density. We also defme a coarse-grained density of the nth layer from the surface as
for-'n>2, %-I where z,, is the location of the nth minimum from the wall of p(z) . This definition coincides with the natural layering embodied in the oscillatory features of the calculated density profiles. A density-weighted "adsorption energy" per unit area is introduced as EADs = J[" u,(z) p (2). The pressure in our slit pore is given by14 FCIG. 1. Normalized carbon center density profile for undecane (IV= 11) and a short polymer (N= 100) at an isolated neutml surface plotted as a function of distance (in angstroms) from the surface minus d/2. The inset shows the bulk intermolecular site-site pair correlation function.
PP(H9 =p(z=O) -P JoH'2 dz% p(z).
(39
The solvation pressure, or force per unit area, is P,,,(
=P(H) -P(H+ co 9. I5 In many experiments the confining surfaces consist of orthogonally crossed cylinders each of large radius of curvature R. The measured force may then be related to the solvation pressure of the parallel plate system within the Derjaguin approximation":
where w(H) represents the work per unit area to bring the parallel plates from infinity to the separation H. As a first, experimentally motivated application of the theory we have considered n-undecane (iV= 11) at T=298 K. The effective hard core diameter of a methylene group is d=3.73 A,16 and the experimental pb=0.031 35 Ae3. The spatial range of the surface-fluid potential tail is taken to be 0.25d. ' The normalized density profile for a neutral wall (e=O) in the single surface limit (H+ 00 ) is shown in Fig. 1 . As previously found by Yethiraj et &,I2 significant oscillatory structure, indicative of layering pf chain segments parallel to the surface, extends 12-15 A. This layering occurs even though the bulk chain-averaged site-site intermolecular pair correlation function, g(r) , exhibits only weak solvation shell structure. The enhancement of the maximum p(z) by a factor of roughly two relative to its bulk analog is very similar to the hard sphere fluid,17 even though the absolute magnitudes are roughly 5 times larger for the latter. Strong enhancement of the structure of the density profile occurs with larger fluidsurface attractive potentials.7
Results for a N= 100 "polymer" under identical conditions (d,T,pb) as undecane are also shown in Fig. 1 . The bulk g(r) exhibits "negative" correlation for all intersite separations (h(r) =g(r) -l-CO) and a long-range tail or "correlation hole".9P '8 Although the density profile in the pore is similar to that of undecane, structural features are less pronounced. The coarse-grained layer densities relative to their values for the neutral surface case in the "single wall" limit (H-B 00 9 are plotted in Fig. 2 . Explicit results for the neutral surface for N= 11 (and 100; not plotted) chains are given by: pn/p6= 1.32( 1.279, 0.99(0.98) for n= 1,2 and unity for n>3. The first layer densifications are significantly smaller than the 60%~80% enhancements found from simulations of the hard sphere fluid." A general pattern of behavior emerges for all cases studied: a strong density enhancement in the thst layer, followed by nearly bulk behavior in all sucessive layers. The local den&cation due to surface-fluid attraction might lead to a significant slowing down of dynamical processes of the monomers in the first layer. Such a phenomenon has been observed or inferred experimentally '"~'gy20 and in some recent computer simulations.4*5 A related experimental phenomenon is that for short polymer liquids confined between strongly attractive mica surfaces the force profiles display a repulsive component (of order the radius-of-gyration, Rg) *' suggestive of an effective "tethering" of polymer chains at the surface and hence an immobilized layer of thickness Rg . Distinct theoretical ideas concerning the origin of this force have been proposed21,22 based on the common premise that an effective vitrification of the near surface layer results in a partially nonequilibrium situation. On the other hand, for neutral surfaces this phenomenon is not experimentally observed, possibly due to the theoretically predicted much lower near surface density. A dimensionless "adsorption energy" is presented in the inset of Fig. 2 . The strong increase of this quantity with surface-fluid attraction is expected to have important implications for desorption kinetics.20
The solvation pressure of undecane liquid is shown in Fig. 3 
where the phase adjustment A is a few angstroms. The period of the oscillations, D, is 4.7 f 0.1 A for all values of the surface-fluid interaction. This is considerably larger than the hard core CH, group diameter (d= 3.73 A) but is nearly identical to the space-filling thickness 0f.a sequence of three consecutive methylene units (or four consecutive Tethylene groups in the all-trans conformation) of ~4.6 A. However, D does increase for longer chains; for example, 0~5.4 A for a N=lW fluid under identical conditions as undecane. The extrema of the force profiles systematically shift inwards with increasing (decreasing) attractive fluid-surface interaction (degree of polymerization). The decay length of the envelope of the oscillatory profile is in the range 5=3.0&3.15 A. Perhaps the most interesting feature in Fig. 3 is the strong dependence of the amplitude of the force profile on surface-fluid interaction. An enhancement of roughly 30 occurs when the neutral surface is made strongly attractive, and in general the amplitude is a weakly decreasing function of N,' For &< -1 the A parameter (in megapascals) in Eq. (5) is well fit for undecane by: A=461.3+37.38 exp( -S&/4). Finally, an example of the solvation force calculated using the experimentally relevant Derjaguin approximation is presented in the inset of Fig. 3 . The relative change of the amplitude with BE is similar to the flat plate case. ' The influence of the spatial range parameter p of Eq. (1) was also explored. As an example, if the spatial range is doubled (p= l/2) but the integrated strength s dz 4(z) of the surface-fluid interaction is held constant by decreasing 1~1 appropriately, then there is virtually no change in the solvation force profile. Comparisons of the theory with molecular dynamics simulations of short alkanes and detailed studies of the influences of density, wall-fluid potential and single molecule structure on equilibrium properties will be reported elsewhereu7 To test these issues experimentally, force-distance profiles of undecane confined between solid surfaces were obtained using methods described previously." To create a surface whose interaction with undecane is neutral or weakly repulsive (/?e>O), the strongly attractive mica surface was coated with a methyl-terminated monolayer of condensed octadecyltriethoxysilane (OTE) .24 The surface energy of OTE is roughly 21 mJ/m2, much less than the mica value of 200-400 mJ/m2 (Ref. 24) . Using. the latter number as an estimate of the cohesive energy of mica, the known' Lennard-Jones energy parameter for methylene groups of roughly 60 K, a standard geometric combining law, and a typical solid density, one estimates the net energy lowering for transferring a methylene group from the bulk liquid to contact with a (continuum) mica surface to be in the range of 900-1500 K. Hence, for undecane between mica a rough estimate of the effective DE parameter at room temperature is in the range of 3-5.
The experimental results are shown in Fig. 4 and illustrate several important points. First, both force profiles are oscillatory, although well-known experimental instabilities15 preclude measuring the force profile curve at all plate separations. The period roughly equals 4-5 A consistent with the theory and previous measurements of confined alkanes.2*"*25 The positions of the minima shift with E, in qualitative agreement with Fig. 3 . Second, the force oscillations are at film thicknesses in the range of 20-40 & a region where the solvation energy is small relative to kT and hence difficult to determine from computer simulations. The asymmetry of the measured oscillations may retlect surface deformations.25 Third, the magnitudes of the attractive minima are roughly an order of magnitude smaller for undecane between OTE as against bare mica, in agreement with the theoretical expectations discussed above. Finally, the strong sensitivity of our theoretical results to E suggests a unifying perspective from which to interpret the puzzling experimental fact that force profiles measured by diierent groups on supposedly the same systems can be so variable with regards to amplitudes of extrema, film thickness at extrema, and number of oscillations observed. Prior speculations include moisture effects,Z rogue contamination,26 or variability in relative crystallographic orientation of the opposed mica lattices.27 All these effects can be viewed as variations of the effective surface energy of the solid against the confined fluid, and thus can be understood as changes of an effective wall-fluid interaction strength PZ.
